Computer programmers work with programming languages like C++, Java, or Visual Basic to convert software design into a format that can be processed by computers. They may also repair, update, and test existing programs.

Mathematicians apply concepts and formulas to solve real-life situations. They explore connections between mathematics and its application at both the research and education levels, draw conclusions from data, and examine relationships between data and chance. Computers are often used as a tool for analyzing complex or massive data sets.
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Inform not sciences and systems experts design and develop new systems, resolve issues in existing systems, and create and maintain software and hardware solutions that connect communication systems to computer networks. They also keep computer systems current, efficient and secure and communicate with users about technological needs. Professionals may also create games, educational software and business applications—to help clients get the most out of current technology—or repair systems. Those who choose to work in this field may focus on a specific type of computer system, such as engineering, accounting, business or government.

Information sciences and system s experts design and develop new systems, resolve issues in existing systems, and create and maintain software and hardware solutions that connect communication systems to computer networks. They also keep computer systems current, efficient and secure and communicate with users about technological needs. Professionals may also create games, educational software and business applications—to help clients get the most out of current technology—or repair systems. Those who choose to work in this field may focus on a specific type of computer system, such as engineering, accounting, business or government.
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For more information about these academic programs, contact SUNY campuses on the web at www.suny.edu/contactcampuses